Mechanics of Materials Policy on Exam Corrections

Dr. M. E. Barkey

If you believe that an error has been made during the grading of your exam, you must do the following before it will be considered for re-evaluation:

1) You must correctly work the problem in question on a separate sheet of paper.
2) You must supply a written explanation of the grading problem.
3) You must turn in the re-worked problem, your written explanation, and your original examination no later than three class periods after the exam date.

Note that an grading error is not the same as not liking how points were assigned within a problem.

When paper exams are returned: Do not make any additional marks made on your exam after it is returned.

Any additional pencil marks or erasures made on your exam after it is returned to you will be considered “doctoring your exam” and you will be brought up on charges of academic misconduct if you attempt to obtain additional points on that problem.

When you have satisfied these conditions, your grading concern will be addressed and your exam/problem will be re-assessed.